Science Majors and Occupational Information:

**Applied Mathematics**
- [Applied Mathematics Career Overview from RIT](#)
- [Career Resources for Math/Statistics](#)
- [American Mathematical Society-Career Information](#)

**Applied Statistics**
- [Applied Statistics Career Overview from RIT](#)
- [Career Resources for Math/Statistics](#)
- [American Statistical Association-Career Center](#)

**Biochemistry**
- [Biochemistry Career Overview from RIT](#)
- [Exploring Career in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology](#)
- [Biochemistry-The Career Guide (UK)](#)

**Bioinformatics**
- [Bioinformatics Career Overview from RIT](#)
- [Bioinformatics Career Guidance](#)

**Biology**
- [Biology Career Overview from RIT](#)
- [77 Things to Do with a Degree in the Biological Sciences](#)
- [Biology Careers-From Furman University](#)

**Biotechnology and Molecular Bioscience**
- [Biotechnology and Molecular Biology Career Overview from RIT](#)
- [Exploring Career in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology](#)

**Chemistry**
- [Chemistry Career Overview from RIT](#)
- [American Chemical Society-College to Career](#)
Computational Mathematics

- Computational Mathematics Career Overview from RIT
- Career Resources for Math/Statistics

Environmental Science

- Environmental Science Career Overview from RIT
- Environmental Scientists and Specialists from the OOH
- What Can I do with a degree in Environmental Science?

Imaging Science

- Imaging Science Career Overview from RIT
- The best information I have found on careers in Imaging Science is from the RIT website

Physics

- Physics Career Overview from RIT
- American Physical Society-Careers in Physics